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1. TASTINGS

A territory full of food, wine and cultural experiences
suitable for everyone. SIMPLICITY AMAZES!

TRAVEL AGENCY & TOURIST SERVICES

WINE TASTING IN WINERIES AND WINE TOURS - From 20 €

CRAFT BEER TASTING IN BREWERY WITH “MASTRO BIRRAIO” - From 25 €

OIL TASTING IN OIL MILLS - From 20 €

CHEESE TASTING IN DAIRIES - From 20 €

TASTINGS OF HONEY - From 20 €

COOKING SCHOOL WITH TRADITIONAL CHEF (tasting of typical recipes and typical products and wine) - From 80 €
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BALI MUSEUM, Saltara - rates: 9,00 €
 

ROCCA DI SAN LEO, San Leo - rates: 9,00 €

MATEUREKA, Pennabilli - rate: 6,00 €

CORTE DELLA MINIERA, Urbino - rate: from 10,00 to 20,00 € 

2. EXPERIENCIAL ACTIVITIES (per person)

Modern science center housed in a beautiful eighteenth-century villa near Fano, the Balì Museum is a special place where science is spoken using science.             
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International Press Museum, Educational and laboratory activities (ceramics laboratories, printing, chalcography, lithography, herbal medicine, etc.)
Museumgraphia. A simple and original stay formula: an agriturismo born from the conversion of an ancient sulphur mine in the heart of the Marche countryside.
Classrooms for workshops and large green areas for an experience in close contact with art, nature, in the name of sustainable tourism.

Visit to the fortress and educational workshops. San Leo is located on the border between Marche and Romagna more than 500 meters high on a huge rock.
At the top of the spur stands the ancient medieval fort, which in the Renaissance period was the architect Francesco di Giorgio Martini by order
of Frederick III of Montefeltro. The stronghold, located in a strategic position from the point of view military, assumed importance especially from
the year 1000, when it was chosen as the seat of the family by the Montefeltro family.
 

Museum and educational workshops. Mateureka preserves the memory of inventions and ideas that have made great the history of calculus and mathematics
On the four floors of the ancient town hall an engaging journey through this fascinating adventure of the mind: important archaeological finds,
ancient calculation tools and mathematical texts. Exciting workshop rooms where, playing, you experiment the concepts and ideas of mathematics.
The museum has mainly didactic purposes and wants to arouse in the visitor the desire to deepen the knowledge and to climb the wonderful tree of mathematics.
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3. SPORTS, EDUCATIONAL & EXPERIENTIAL ACTIVITIES (per person, min. 2 persons)

Archery course with federal instructors in the competition field in
forest with shapes of animals  - 20 €

Excursion Canoa “Marmitte dei Giganti” - 25 €  

Canyoning - 50 €  

Bike tour/ E-bike: Rental ebike 30/35/40 € per pax depending

on the type of bike; guide specialized 30 € per person

Trekking/Nordic Walking with specialized guide - 15 €

Trekking for sighting eagles with specialized guide - 15 €

Horseback ride - 25 €  

Truffle hunting with dog - 30 €  

“Orienteering" activities in historical centres - 30 €  

Laboratory activities of construction and flight of traditional kites - 25 €  

Meeting with the artisan and workshop/artistic experience:
Educational activity at the Ca' Virginio Art Printing House
(you can choose engraving and bookbinding workshops to realize the custom artist book) - 40 €  

Activities in a cellar of historical palazzo in Urbino, Palazzo Ruggeri, “the history of a pigment, the ford, 
the blue gold of Montefeltro" with projection of images, and the possibility of purchasing products)

30 € per pax (min 5 people, max 10 people)
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